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Abstract

The CHQL Query Language for Conceptual History Using Google Books Ngrams
1. Introduction

The digitization of large time-labeled bibliographies has resulted in corpora such as the
Google Ngram data set. Such corpora extremely accurately how individual words are used
over time. They are expected to reveal novel insights into the evolution of language and so-
ciety, provided adequate analysis systems are available. Developing a comprehensive query
algebra that allows domain experts to formalize complex hypotheses would be a major contri-
bution to successfully unlock this potential and be especially helpful to conceptual historians.

In conceptual history, as exemplified by the work of Reinhart Koselleck (Olsen, 2012), re-
searchers examine the evolution of concepts represented by words such as ‘peace’ or ‘freedom’.
In exploring the history of a concept, scholars commonly make use of, but are not restricted
to, word-usage frequencies, word contexts, sentiment analysis, how words refer and relate to
and contrast with each other, or they look for word pairs or word families whose usage is
correlated (Brunner, Conze, Koselleck, 2004; Ritter, Gründer, Gabriel, 2007).

In this paper, we propose a query algebra for empirical analyses of temporal text corpora, the
Conceptual History Query Language (CHQL). A temporal text corpus in our sense is a set
of words and word chains, i.e., ngrams, together with their usage frequency at various points
of time. Our query language is meant to be useful for domain experts, i.e., be descriptive
and complete (match all actual and potential hypotheses of conceptual history), and bear
optimization potential to allow fast query processing on large data sets.

2. The CHQL query language

This section shows in the abstract how the operators of CHQL allow searching for con-
cept types. A formal definition of all of our operators is given in (Willkomm, Schmidt-Petri,
Schäler, Schefczyk, & Böhm, 2018).

Conceptual history claims that pragmatic properties of historical, cultural and economic
relevance are incorporated in concepts - whether individual users are aware of this or not. It
attempts to track changes of particular concepts (such as ‘socialism’) over time to determine
how their pragmatic relevance changes (for instance, it might mostly express generic hopes
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at some moment and mostly specific fears at some other). Thus, concepts will be categorised
as belonging to a particular concept type at a particular moment in time.

Conceptual historians typically read and interpret large masses of texts which provide a
variety of information types (e.g. word frequencies, what words appear in the context, how
these words function pragmatically (individually as well as in sentences etc.)). Because we
want to do the same using Distant Reading techniques (Moretti 2013), these information
types need to be translated into observable data characeristics for which individual opera-
tors in the query language are defined. Converting ‘expert knowledge’ into computable items
is the main challenge of our project.

Data characteristics are quantitative feature either directly present in our data (e.g., the
usage frequency of the word ‘socialism’ in 1848), or a derived piece of information (e.g. the
difference between the usage frequency of words ‘socialism’ and ‘communism’ from 1848 to
1989). We describe which data characteristics are needed to simulate Koselleck’s informa-
tion needs and explain our realization of all data characteristics and their implementation
as operators.

One of Koselleck’s implicit assumptions is that each concept type has specific character-
istics. In our terminology: any concept type can be described using a specific combination
of information types. For example, Koselleck may plausibly be read as claiming that words
that form a parallel concept (concept type) would have ‘similar’ word frequencies and have a
significant number of identical surrounding words (information types). By contrast, counter
concepts would also have similar word frequencies yet their surrounding words would behave
differently. For instance, if ‘enlightenment’ and ‘reason’ are parallel concepts for a particular
period, their relative word frequencies should be similar, and if ‘emancipation’ occurs near
‘enlightenment’, it should occur near ‘reason’ too, and both concepts should be endorsed
rather than criticised (in some sense). By contrast, if ‘East’ and ‘West’ are counter concepts,
their word contexts should contain different words, and there should be some sort of contrast
in attitude between them.

If every concept type has its own specific linguistic and pragmatic properties and hence
should be representable by a specific combination of information types, it should be possible
to develop a system that finds these information types in large corpora that are not amenable
to conventional close reading. To this end, we need a formal definition of any information
type which is observable and quantifiable.

We present an incomplete list of some of the data characteristics with the information type
they are intended to represent, such as individual context, topic grouping, sentence structure,
frequency data, and sentiment analysis, and how they are implemented in CHQL.

3. Results

Using CHQL, we have tested the toy hypotheses that 1) ‘East’ and ‘West’ have acquired
a political context after 1945, whereas ‘North’ and ‘South’ haven’t, and that 2) the former
have turned into counter concepts in the political sphere, their contexts expressing diverging
attitudes, whereas the latter have remained parallel concepts in the geographical sphere.
First results indicate that CHQL is suited to perform such queries.
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